Required Curriculum for Leadership Scholars*  
(*results in completion of the Leadership Development minor)

**General Leadership courses (6 credits)**

- LP 101 (1) – Intro to Leadership
- LP 102 (1) – Approaches to Leadership
- LP 340 (1) – Strategic Decisions
- LP 401 (1) – Leadership in Society
- LP 402 (1) – Leadership Solutions
- LP 403 (1) – Leadership Evaluation

**Classes that fulfill JCU core requirements (15 credits, with either 12 or 15 credits counting for core, depending on the ethics course selected by the student)**

- LP 135 (3) – Leadership & Social Justice*
- LP 250 (3) – Global Leadership**
- COMM 125H (3) – Speech Communication***
- Ethics course (3) (see list on right)
- COMM 208 (3) – Interpersonal Communication****
- OR -
- COMM 210 (3) – Argumentation and Advocacy*****

* Fulfills ISJ requirement in core  
** Fulfills EGC requirement in core  
*** Fulfills the Oral Expression foundational competency requirement in core  
**** Fulfills humanities distribution requirement in core  
***** Fulfills humanities distribution requirement in core

**Ethics course (choose ONE)**

- COMM 305 – Communication Ethics
- EPA 435 – Ethical Problems in Athletics, Physical Education, & Exercise Science
- PL 280 – Major Moral Philosophers*
- PL 305 – Philosophy of Education*
- PL 310 – Contemporary Ethical Problems*
- PL 311 – Business Ethics*
- PL 312 – Ethics in Sport*
- PL 315 – Environmental Ethics*
- PL 316 – Bioethics*
- PL 368 – Ethical Theory*
- PS 471 – Seminar in Ethics in Psychology
- SC 435 – Law, ethics, and Criminal Justice Policy
- TRS 260 – Moral Decision Making**
- TRS 261 – African-American Christian Social Ethics**
- TRS 264 – Social Justice & The Economy**
- TRS 362 – Religion, Ethics, and Public Policy**
- TRS 363 – Bioethics**
- TRS 367 – Religion Terror & Culture Wares**
- TRS 406 – New Testament Ethics for Contemporary Culture 3**

* Fulfills PL Values & Society core requirement  
** Fulfills TRS core requirement for Jesuit Heritage

**NOTES:**

- LP 101/102 will be taken the fall semester of freshman year as cohort courses and these courses serve as co-/pre-requisites for LP 135
- COMM 125H and LP 135 need to be taken either fall or spring semester of freshman year
- Completion of LP 135 is a pre-requisite for LP 250 and LP 340, courses which need to be completed by Leadership Scholars by end of junior year at the latest
- Completion of LP 250 and LP 340 are pre-requisites for LP 401/402/403. These final 3 credits will be completed either junior or senior year, based on student scheduling
- With the exception of LP 101/102, all LP courses are offered on Tuesday/Thursday evenings and taught by professionals with valuable leadership experience
- LP 135, LP 250, and LP 340 are offered both fall and spring semesters